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About This Game

Story

In the year 2049, mechanized robots commonly called GEAR were developed for military application. Since then, their versatile
functionality has led them to not only become commonplace in commercial use, but also spawned an entire sports entertainment

industry. The prevalent use and popularity of GEARs has created a new academic field known as “Cenorobotics”.

Due to unforeseeable circumstances, the protagonist finds himself transferring to ACE Academy, a premier school for
Cenorobotics studies in Japan. He struggles to find a team willing to accept him and his outdated “American” GEAR to compete
in the intramural tournament. When compared to the sleek, robust, and advanced technologies of the Japanese counterparts, his
search feels utterly hopeless. That is, until he finds a group of pilots just desperate enough for another member. This is where

your story begins.

ACE Academy is a comedy-centric, slice-of-life, visual novel with sci-fi and romance elements. With hundreds of choices
available, you can experience the storyline and interact with characters in a much more personalized way.

Key Features

FHD Artwork
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Developed for Full HD (1080p)

Panning artwork are created at resolutions higher than 1080p to avoid zooming – end result is clearer and sharper
graphics

Unique Playthrough

Hundreds of choices craft a personalized story

Nurture romantic and platonic relationships

Variety of branching paths

Fully Voice Acted

Ace Academy features a complete English voice cast

Original Soundtrack

Original Soundtrack (with a few homage bonuses!)

Welcome to ACE Academy!
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PixelFade Inc
Publisher:
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Not much of an experience when it comes to visual novels (only tried Cinders prior to this one), but I've heard good things about
ACE Academy and figured I might as well check it out. Boy did I get engaged in the story! It's nicely paced with some quirky
humour and a ton of "aww" moments... as well as an overarching plot that could lead to some awesome stuff. So yeah. you got
me PixelFade, certainly looking forward to the sequel.

By the way, pretty please with a cherry on top - Valerie After Story! <3 . So, initially I had some very subjective issues with this
one. I wasn't a fan of the art style and some of the voices felt questionable.

However, this is a pretty awesome title.

It's fully voiced, including the random side characters. There's lots of choices and while most don't really matter, they usually
give you a bit of different dialogue and are sometimes brought up later too. The characters have their own lives which don't
revolve around the MC, this is kind of minor, but it's often completely ignored in other titles. What is mean is that whomever
you don't choose to romance will eventually date someone else. Minor, but welcome.

What really made ACE Academy shine for me though was the story\/writing and the characters. There are some that are kind of
trope-y, but not to an annoying degree. They're all fun and after completing all the routes, it's really hard to pick favorites. Also
the comedy is often spot on, there's lots of random references to other franchises\/media and while I'm sure I missed some, the
ones I got really made me chuckle.

All in all, I'm really glad I finally gave this a go after nursing it in my backlog for years!

Also... STOP BEING A PERVERT!
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